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Abstract—A new concept is proposed for an electromechanical nanothermometer. The temperature mea
surements are performed by measuring the conductivity of the nanosystem, which depends substantially on
the temperature due to the relative thermal vibrations of nanoobjects forming the nanosystem. The possibility
of implementing the proposed concept is demonstrated using doublewalled carbon nanotubes as an exam
ple. The dependence of the interwall interaction energy on the relative displacement of the nanotube walls is
calculated within the densityfunctional theory. The conductivity of the nanotubes is calculated in the frame
work of the twoband Hubbard model. The calculations of the wall interaction energy and the conductivity
are used to estimate the sizes of the nanothermometers based on different doublewalled carbon nanotubes.
It is shown that the nanothermometer under consideration can be used for measuring the temperature in
localized regions with sizes of the order of several hundred nanometers.
PACS numbers: 73.63.Fg, 85.35.Kt
DOI: 10.1134/S1063783409060353

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, rapid progress in the nanotech
nology has provided the possibility of designing nano
electromechanical systems in which elements of elec
tric circuits represent progressively smaller nanoob
jects, including single molecules. The operation of
these nanoelectromechanical systems is based on
changes in the characteristics of the system with a
change in relative positions of nanoobjects on a subna
nometer scale with respect to other elements of the
electric circuit [1]. Unique electronic properties of
carbon nanotubes [2] and the possibility of controlling
the relative motion of carbon nanotube walls with an
atomic force microscope [3, 4] make them promising
for the use in nanoelectromechanical systems as mov
able elements and elements of the electric circuit at
once. A number of nanoelectromechanical systems
based on the interaction and relative motion of carbon
nanotube walls have been proposed and operating
characteristics have been calculated for these nano
electromechanical system, such as a variable nanore
sistor [5, 6], a stress nanosensor [7], and a nonvolatile
memory cell [8, 9]. Moreover, nanomotors based on
the relative rotation of carbon nanotube walls have
been fabricated to date [10, 11].
In this paper, we propose a new concept of an elec
tromechanical nanothermometer. The operation of the

proposed nanothermometer is based on the measure
ment of the conductivity of a system of nanoobjects in
the case where this conductivity depends substantially
on the relative position of nanoobjects on a subnanom
eter scale and, hence, varies with an increase in the tem
perature due to the thermal vibrations of these nanoob
jects. The possibility of implementing this concept is
considered using the electromechanical nanother
mometer based on (n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon
nanotubes as an example. We make the estimates of a
variation in the conductivity of doublewalled carbon
nanotubes as a result of the thermal vibrations of the
walls. The calculations of the sizes of the nanother
mometers intended for measuring the temperature
under different conditions demonstrate that their sizes
are as small as several tens of nanometers.
The temperature dependence of the conductivity
of a system with allowance made for thermal vibra
tions of their constituent nanoobjects can be repre
sented in the form
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where G(q, T) is the conductivity of the system at a
fixed relative position of the nanoobjects, which are
described by the coordinates q, and U(q) is the poten
tial energy of the system. The system can be used for
designing a nanothermometer based on the relative
thermal vibrations of the constituent nanoobjects in
the case where the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) The conductivity G(q, T) depends weakly on
the temperature at a fixed relative position of the con
stituent nanoobjects (condition A).
(2) The conductivity G(q, T) depends substantially
on the coordinates q (condition B).
(3) The characteristic amplitude of the thermal
vibrations of the nanoobjects should be large enough
to make the main contribution to the temperature
dependence of the conductivity G(q, T) (condition C).
(4) The characteristic amplitude of the thermal
vibrations of the nanoobjects should be sufficiently
small so that the relative displacements of the nanoob
jects do not disturb the normal operation of the nano
thermometer (condition D).
Moreover, it is desirable, if not necessary, that the
minimum of the potential energy U(q) of the system,
in the vicinity of which nanoobjects execute relative
vibrations, should correspond to the extremum in the
dependence of the conductivity on the coordinates q
(condition E). In this case, any small displacements of
the nanoobjects from the equilibrium position lead to
changes in the conductivity of the same sign (either to
a decrease or to an increase in the conductivity) and,
hence, the contributions to the change in the conduc
tivity from the thermal vibrations corresponding to
different displacements are not cancelled out. It
should be noted that the minimum of the potential
energy U(q) and the extremum of the conductivity
G(q) can coincide, in particular, in the case where this
equilibrium position corresponds to a higher symme
try of the system.
According to the calculations [12, 13], the conduc
tivity of doublewalled carbon nanotubes depends sig
nificantly on the relative positions of their walls.
Below, we demonstrate that all the aforementioned
conditions can be fulfilled for the proposed scheme of
the nanothermometer based on the doublewalled
carbon nanotubes with nonchiral commensurate
walls. We consider two cases of the relative positions of
the carbon nanotube walls.
(1) A telescopic system in which the inner wall is
inserted over its certain length into an outer wall. In
this case, the length of overlap of the walls is smaller
than the length of each wall.
(2) A system with a shuttle in which the short wall
(shuttle) overlaps with the long wall (inner or outer)
over the entire length. In this case, the length of over
lap of the walls is equal to the length of the short wall.
According to the calculations for both telescopic
and shuttle systems, the dependence of the conductiv
ity G(z) on the relative position z of the walls along the
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axis of the doublewalled carbon nanotube is a peri
odic function with a large amplitude of conductivity
oscillations [12, 13]. This indicates that the condition
A is fulfilled. For the telescopic system, the conductiv
ity also depends on the length of the overlap of the
walls [13]. Measurements of the temperature depen
dence of the conductivity of singlewalled nanotubes
showed that their conductivity does not depend on the
temperature at T > 80 K [14]. The weak temperature
dependence of the conductivity is explained by the
fact that, in nanotubes, electrons move over mesos
copic distances in a ballistic regime [15]. The calcula
tions performed in our paper demonstrate that the
conductivity of doublewalled carbon nanotubes with
a fixed relative position of the walls depends weakly on
the temperature at T > 80 K. This means that the con
dition B is satisfied. The relative position of the walls
changes as a result of their thermal vibrations. Conse
quently, the conductivity of doublewalled carbon
nanotubes can depend significantly on the tempera
ture, predominantly, due to the relative vibrations of
the walls. In our work, the dependence of the interwall
interaction energy U for doublewalled carbon nano
tubes on the relative position z of the walls along the
carbon nanotube axis is calculated using the density
functional theory. This dependence is used to evaluate
the possibility of satisfying the conditions C and D, as
well as to calculate the minimum sizes of nanother
mometers based on the doublewalled carbon nano
tubes with nonchiral commensurate walls for which
the relative diffusion of the nanotube walls does not
disturb the operation of the nanothermometer. The
analysis of the symmetry of doublewalled carbon
nanotubes with nonchiral commensurate walls shows
that the additional condition E also holds true for
these nanotubes. The general concept proposed in this
work can stimulate the search for other nanosystems
that can be used as an electromechanical nanother
mometer.
In Section 2, the interwall interaction energy for
doublewalled carbon nanotubes is calculated using
the densityfunctional theory. The conductivity of
doublewalled carbon nanotubes with a fixed position
of the walls is calculated in Section 3. In Section 4, we
describe the schematic diagrams of the nanother
mometers based on doublewalled carbon nanotubes,
perform the evaluation demonstrating that the thermal
vibrations make the main contribution to the conduc
tivity of the nanothermometers, and calculate their
operating characteristics. The advantages of the pro
posed design of the electromechanical nanothermom
eters over the nanothermometers based on the thermal
expansion of liquids and advances in the development
of nanotechnologies required for fabricating the elec
tromechanical nanothermometers based on double
walled carbon nanotubes are discussed in Section 5.
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2. CALCULATION OF THE INTERACTION
BETWEEN NANOTUBE WALLS

rate walls can be interpolated using only the first two
terms in expansion (2); that is,

The energy U of the interaction between two neigh
boring walls of a doublewalled carbon nanotube
depends on the coordinates describing the relative
position of the walls: the angle φ of relative rotation of
the walls about the nanotube axis and the relative dis
placement z of the walls with respect to this axis. The
symmetry of the function U(φ, z) is uniquely deter
mined by the symmetry of the doublewalled carbon
nanotube [16, 17]. Calculations of the interwall inter
action energy and the analysis of the symmetry of dou
blewalled carbon nanotubes demonstrate that two
radically different cases are possible for the function
U(φ, z). For doublewalled carbon nanotubes with
incommensurate walls [5, 6] or commensurate walls of
which even one wall is chiral [17–20], the barriers
between minima of the interwall interaction energy
U(φ, z) are negligible (see also the review [21]). There
fore, the relative diffusion of walls in these double
walled carbon nanotubes is possible even at low tem
peratures and, hence, they cannot be used for fabricat
ing an electromechanical nanothermometer based on
the relative thermal vibrations of the walls. For dou
blewalled carbon nanotubes with nonchiral com
mensurate walls ((n, n)@(m, m), (n, 0)@(m, 0)), the
barriers between the minima of the interwall interac
tion energy U(φ, z) are high. In this paper, we consider
the operation of the electromechanical nanother
mometer with the use of the (n, n)@(m, m) double
walled carbon nanotubes as an example. For these
doublewalled carbon nanotubes, expression for the
Fourier expansion of the interwall interaction energy
is represented in the form [16]
∞

U ( φ, z ) =

∑

M, K ( odd ) = 1

M
2π
α K cos ⎛  Kz⎞ cos ⎛ nm
 Mφ⎞
⎝ lc ⎠
⎝N
⎠

2 πnm
× sin ⎛ 2⎞
⎝
⎠
2N
δ z /2

+

∑

M, K ( even ) = 0

∆U
∆U
2π
2π
U ( φ, z ) = U 0 – φ cos ⎛  φ⎞ – z cos ⎛  z⎞ , (3)
⎝ δφ ⎠
⎝ δz ⎠
2
2
where U0 is the average interwall interaction energy;
∆Uφ and ∆Uz are the energy barriers to the relative
rotation of the walls and their sliding along the nano
tube axis, respectively; and δφ = πN/nm and δz = lc/2
are the periods of the function U(φ, z) for the relative
rotation of the walls and their relative displacement
along the nanotube axis, respectively. The semiempir
ical calculations for several tens of doublewalled car
bon nanotubes with nonchiral commensurate walls
showed that the energy U(φ, z) with the use of relation
ship (3) can be interpolated accurate to within approx
imately 1% [19].
The barrier ∆Uφ to the relative rotation of the walls is
the barrier between the equivalent minima of the energy
U(φ, z), which are separated by the period δφ. For the
majority of doublewalled carbon nanotubes with non
chiral commensurate walls, the greatest common divi
sor of the numbers n and m is N = 1 [19]. For these dou
blewalled carbon nanotubes, the period δφ is small and
the barrier ∆Uφ to the relative rotation of the walls
according to the calculations is low (lower than 0.005
meV/atom for the calculations within the densityfunc
tional theory [20] and lower than 10–11 meV/atom for
the calculations with semiempirical potentials [19]). A
considerable barrier ∆Uφ occurs only for the
(5, 5)@(10, 10) and (9, 0)@(18, 0) doublewalled car
bon nanotubes [7, 17, 19], which are characterized by
N = 5 and 9, respectively. For the doublewalled car
bon nanotubes with N = 1, the dependence of the
interwall interaction energy U(φ, z) on the angle φ can
be ignored and this energy can be approximately writ
ten in the form
∆U
U ( z ) = U 0 – z cos ⎛ 2π
⎞ .
⎝ δz ⎠
2

(2)

M
β K cos ⎛ 2π
 Kz⎞ cos ⎛ nm
 Mφ⎞ ,
⎝ lc ⎠
⎝N
⎠

where N is the greatest common divisor of the num
bers n and m and lc is the length of the unit cell of the
doublewalled carbon nanotube. The even terms
always enter into expansion (2), and the odd terms
occur only if both ratios n/N and m/N are odd.
The amplitudes of the harmonics in expansion (2)
decrease exponentially with an increase in the num
bers of harmonics M and K [17, 18, 22]. Therefore, the
interwall interaction energy U(φ, z) for the double
walled carbon nanotubes with nonchiral commensu

(4)

Expression (4) will be used in Section 4 for evaluating
the contribution of the relative thermal vibrations of
the nanotube walls to the temperature dependence of
the conductivity of the nanothermometer. In our
work, the adequacy of expression (4) is verified using
the calculations performed within the densityfunc
tional theory for the (6, 6)@(11, 11) doublewalled
carbon nanotube.
The interwall interaction energy U(φ, z) was calcu
lated within the densityfunctional theory in the local
density approximation with the AIMPRO code [23].
In the quantummechanical description, the pseudo
wave functions of each carbon atom are represented by
five atomcentered Gaussian functions determined by
the sum of spherical harmonics. The maximum angu
lar momentum taken into account in the expansion of
the exponential functions of the Gaussian functions
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was l = 1 (i.e., we accounted for up to and including
the d orbitals) and only the exponential functions with
the largest and smallest compressibility coefficients
were expanded up to the angular momentum l = 1
(i.e., with allowance made only for the s and p orbit
als). The Brillouin zone was described by 18 k points in
the direction of the principal axis of the nanotube. In
this work, we used the Bachelet–Hamann–Schlüter
pseudopotentials [24] and the Perdew–Wang func
tional describing the exchange interaction of electrons
and their correlation [25]. The unit cell of the (6,
6)@(11, 11) doublewalled carbon nanotube con
tained 68 carbon atoms. The structure of each wall was
optimized separately. The interwall interaction energy
was calculated with a fixed wall structure. The accu
racy in the calculations of the total energy of the dou
blewalled carbon nanotube was determined by the
choice of the technique for optimizing the system and,
in our calculations, was as high as 1 µeV/atom.
It is well known that the conventional method of
the densityfunctional theory is not suitable for the
description of weak van der Waals and dispersion
interactions; however, it is these interactions that
determine the physical nature of the interaction of
neighboring graphite layers and carbon nanotube
walls. In the study of the properties of nanostructures
with a graphite layer structure, the calculation method
should account for both the strong interaction
between carbon atoms inside the layer and the weak
interaction between the layers. Satisfactory results can
be achieved with the use of the densityfunctional the
ory, for example, by modifying the density functional.
However, this approach is a serious and cumbersome
quantummechanical problem. In our calculations,
we do not modify the density functional but optimize
the basis set (Gaussian functions) in such a way as to
reproduce not only the energy properties but also the
elastic properties of graphite with a high accuracy. The
energy of the interaction between graphite layers
(35 meV/atom) and the elastic coefficient C44 =
4.20 GPa corresponding to the relative shift of graphite
layers, which were calculated with the optimized basis
set [26], are in the excellent agreement with the experi
mental values of these quantities: 35 ± 10 meV/atom
[27] and 5.05 ± 0.35 GPa [28], respectively. It should
be noted that the calculations with the use of this
method lead to interwall interaction energies of 23–
25 meV/atom for a number of doublewalled carbon
nanotubes with an interwall distance of 3.4 Å, which
corresponds to multiwalled carbon nanotubes. These
energies are in the excellent agreement with the exper
imental data (23–33 meV/atom) for multiwalled nan
otubes [4].
The interwall interaction energy for the (6, 6)@(11,
11) doublewalled carbon nanotube was calculated for
five different values of the relative displacement z of
the walls with respect to the nanotube axis (including
the relative position corresponding to the minimum
energy of the interwall interaction) at a fixed angle φ of
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Fig. 1. The interwall interaction energy (in meV per atom
of the outer wall) of the (6, 6)@(11, 11) doublewalled car
bon nanotube as a function of the displacement z of the
walls along the nanotube axis. The displacement z is
expressed in units of the period δz of the interwall interac
tion energy U(z). Points indicate the calculated values of
the energy. The solid line represents the interpolation of
the energy by expression (4). The interaction energy and
the relative displacement of the walls are reckoned from
the minimum of the interaction energy (i.e., U(0) = 0).

the relative rotation of the walls about the axis. The
calculated interwall interaction energy U(z) (shown in
Fig. 1) indicates that expression (4) is adequate within
the accuracy of calculations.
It should be noted that relationships (2)–(4) hold
true for any physical quantities dependent on the rela
tive positions of nonchiral commensurate walls of
doublewalled carbon nanotubes, in particular, for the
conductivity G(φ, z). This implies that both functions
U(φ, z) and G(φ, z) have coinciding extrema and peri
ods δφ and δz. Therefore, the additional condition E is
satisfied for the doublewalled carbon nanotubes with
nonchiral commensurate walls.
3. CALCULATION OF THE CONDUCTIVITY
OF DOUBLEWALLED NANOTUBES
In this section, we consider the temperature depen
dences of the conductivity for the (n, n)@(m, m) dou
blewalled carbon nanotubes, which can be used for
fabricating the nanothermometer, at fixed relative
positions of the walls. Since singlewalled nanotubes
of this type exhibit a metallic conductivity [2], we can
expect that the temperature dependence of the con
ductivity for the doublewalled carbon nanotubes can
also be characterized by a metallic conductivity. How
ever, in this case, it is not ruled out that quantum
effects can manifest themselves in particular tempera
ture ranges, which, in turn, can result in phase transi
tion of the metal–semiconductor type.
The electronic structure was simulated using the
twoband Hubbard model modified with allowance
made for electron hopping between walls of the dou
blewalled carbon nanotube. The Hamiltonian of this
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model for the doublewalled carbon nanotube with the
walls A and B can be written in the form [29]

∑t

ˆ =–
H

a
+
∆ ( a jσ a j + ∆, σ

+

+ a j – ∆, σ a jσ ) – µ

j, ∆, σ

a

∑a

+
jσ a jσ

j, σ

+U

∑a

–

∑t

(5)

b
+
∆ ( b jσ b j + ∆, σ

+

+ b j + ∆, σ b jσ ) – µ

j, ∆, σ

+U

∑b

∑b

+
jσ b jσ

j, σ

+
+
jσ b jσ b j, – σ b j, – σ

–

∑t

ab
+
ζ ( a jσ b j + ζ, σ

+

+ b j + ζ, σ a jσ ),

j, ζ, σ

j

a
t∆

b

b
t∆

ab
tζ

where , , and
are the integrals of electron hop
ping between atoms of the wall A, atoms of the wall B,
and the walls of the doublewalled carbon nanotube,
respectively; µa and µb are the chemical potentials of
the walls A and B, respectively; U is the energy of the
Coulomb interaction of electrons located at the same
+
+
atom; a jσ , ajσ, b jσ , and bjσ are the operators of pro
duction and annihilation of an electron with the coor
dinates rj and the spin σ for the walls A and B, respec
tively; ∆ is the distance between the neighboring car
bon atoms in the corresponding nanotube walls; and ζ
stands for the distance between the walls. The mutual
arrangement of atoms in two walls of the double
walled carbon nanotube is described using the packing
in which half the atoms of one wall are located directly
above the atoms of the other wall and the second half
the atoms are positioned above the centers of hexagons
in the atomic structure of the neighboring wall.
In terms of Green’s functions, the static electrical
conductivity tensor has the form [30, 31]
iπV
G αβ =  〈 〈 j α j β〉 〉 ,
kT

(6)

where V is the nanotube volume and 〈〈 jα | jβ〉〉 is the
Green’s function for the current density vector ˆj . The
ˆ and the current density vector ˆj
polarization vector D
are given by the formulas
ˆ = e
D
V
ˆj = ie

V

∑ (r a

+
j jσ a jσ

+

+ r j b jσ b jσ ),

a +
kσ a kσ

b +

+ v b kσ b kσ )

kσ

ab

(7)

jσ

∑ [(v a
+

a

a
1 ∂ε ( k )
v =   ,
 ∂k

(8)

+

+ v ( b kσ a kσ + a kσ b kσ ) ].
Here, va, vb, and vab are the electron velocities in the
bands a, b, and ab, respectively. These velocities are

b

b
∂ε ( k) ,
v = 1 
 ∂k

(9)

ab

∂ε ( k)
= 1 
 ∂k
where εa, εb, and εab are the dispersion relations for the
electrons in the bands a, b, and ab, respectively, and k
is the wave vector along the axis of the doublewalled
carbon nanotube.
Therefore, the problem regarding the determina
tion of the conductivity tensor is reduced to the calcu
lation of the twoparticle Green’s functions. The tech
nique for calculating the isotropic conductivity as a
function of the temperature was described in detail in
[32]. In [32], it was revealed that the temperature
dependence of the conductivity G(T) for all the dou
blewalled carbon nanotubes under consideration
exhibits a specific behavior inherent in conductors. In
other words, their conductivity decreases monotoni
cally with an increase in the temperature. It should be
noted that this result could be expected, because each
wall in the doublewalled carbon nanotubes has a
metallic conductivity. In this case, the conductivity
reaches saturation in the temperature range from 50 to
160 K, in which the dependence of the conductivity
G(T) becomes more flattened and then flattens out.
The appearance of the plateau is explained by the
more complex band structure of the doublewalled
carbon nanotubes as compared to the singlewalled
carbon nanotubes. However, the effects associated
with the finite length of the walls of the doublewalled
carbon nanotubes were not considered in [32]. In our
work, we use this technique for calculating the depen
dences of the conductivity G(T) for a number of
(n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon nanotubes with a
finite length of the outer wall, which can serve for the
fabrication of the nanothermometer. The depen
dences G(T) for the (4, 4)@(10, 10) doublewalled car
bon nanotubes with an infinite inner wall and different
lengths of the outer wall are plotted in Fig. 2. These
dependences allow us to make the following infer
ences: (1) as for doublewalled carbon nanotubes with
an infinite outer wall, the dependence of the conduc
tivity G(T) exhibits a plateau in the temperature range
T = 50–160 K, and (2) the conductivity of the double
walled carbon nanotubes changes insignificantly with
a change in the length of the outer wall by several
orders of magnitude. These inferences are valid for all
the doublewalled carbon nanotubes under consider
ation. The dependences of the conductivity G(T) for
different (n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon nano
tubes are compared in Fig. 3. It should be noted that
dependences of the conductivity G(T) for the
(5, 5)@(10, 10) and (5, 5)@(11, 11) doublewalled
carbon nanotubes, as well as for the (6, 6)@(11, 11)
and (6, 6)@(12, 12) doublewalled carbon nanotubes,
almost coincide with each other. Therefore, it can be
v

+
+
jσ a jσ a j, – σ a j, – σ

j

represented in the following form:

ab
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Fig. 2. Temperature dependences of the conductivity for
the (4, 4)@(10, 10) doublewalled carbon nanotubes with
different lengths L of the outer wall (in lengths lc of the unit
cells of the doublewalled carbon nanotube). L = (1) 10lc,
(2) 30lc, (3) 50lc, (4) 100lc, and (5) 1000lc.

Fig. 3. Temperature dependences of the conductivity for
different doublewalled carbon nanotubes with an outer
wall length of 100 unit cells: (1) (4, 4)@(10, 10), (2) (5,
5)@(10, 10), (3) (5, 5)@(11, 11), (4) (6, 6)@(11, 11), (5)
(6, 6)@(12, 12), and (6) (7, 7)@(12, 12).

seen from Fig. 3 that the conductivity of the
(n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon nanotubes with a
finite length of the outer wall is determined by the
radius of the inner wall and depends weakly on the dis
tance between the walls. These results agree with those
for the infinite (n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon
nanotubes, for which the conductivity G(T) increases
with an increase in the radius of the doublewalled
carbon nanotube [32].

imum can be interpolated by the relationship
π∆U z 2
U ( z' ) = U 1 + 
 z' ,
2
δz

4. CALCULATIONS
OF THE NANOTHERMOMETER
CHARACTERISTICS

(11)

(a)

2

1
(b)

Owing to the symmetry of doublewalled carbon
nanotubes with nonchiral commensurate walls, the
extrema of the functions U(z) and G(z, T) coincide
with each other. As was shown in Section 2, the inter
wall interaction energy U(z) in the vicinity of the min
No. 6

2

G ( z' ) = G 1 ( T ) ( 1 + γz' ),

3

The schematic diagrams of the shuttle nanother
mometer with a movable outer wall and the telescopic
nanothermometer with a movable inner wall are
depicted in Fig. 4. The systems of the shuttle nano
thermometer with a movable inner wall and the tele
scopic nanothermometer with a movable outer wall
are also possible.

Vol. 51

(10)

where U1 is the minimum of the interwall interaction
energy and z' is the displacement of the movable wall with
respect to the position corresponding to this minimum.
For small displacements z', the dependence of the relative
position of the walls can be interpolated by the expression

The performed calculations demonstrate that, for a
fixed relative position of the walls, the conductivity
G(T) for the (n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon nan
otubes with a finite length of the outer wall depends only
slightly on the temperature at T > 50 K and that the
dependence G(T) exhibits a plateau in the temperature
range T = 50–160 K. Therefore, we showed that the
condition A required for using systems as a nanother
mometer is satisfied for the system under consideration.
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1

Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams of the nanothermometers
based on doublewalled carbon nanotubes: (a) the tele
scopic nanothermometer with a movable inner wall and (b)
the nanothermometer with a movable shuttle in the form
of an outer wall. Designations: (1) movable wall, (2) fixed
wall, and (3) electrodes.
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where G1 is the conductivity of the doublewalled car
bon nanotube that corresponds to the minimum of the
interwall interaction energy (i.e., the ground state of
the system).
Substitution of relationships (10) and (11) into
expression (1) gives the following formula for the tem
perature dependence of the conductivity of the nano
thermometer:
2

γδ z kT⎞
G ( T ) = G 1 ( T ) ⎛ 1 + 
 = G 1 ( T ) ( 1 + H∆T ). (12)
⎝
π∆U z ⎠
The condition for a successful operation of the nano
thermometer, according to which the thermal vibra
tions of the walls make the main contribution to the
temperature dependence of the conductivity, is ful
filled when the following inequality holds true:
∆G 1 ( T )
H∆T  
,
〈 G 1 ( T )〉

(13)

where ∆G1(T) is the difference between the maximum
and minimum conductivities of the system in the
ground state for the operating range ∆ of tempera
tures of the nanothermometer and 〈G1(T)〉 is the aver
age conductivity of the system in the ground state in
the temperature range ∆T. By using the data presented
in Figs. 2 and 3, we obtain the estimate
∆G 1 ( T )

∼1
〈 G 1 ( T )〉

(14)

for the operating temperature range of the nanother
mometer ∆T = 250 K from 50 to 300 K.
In order to evaluate the possibility of satisfying the
condition G for the nanothermometer based on the
(6, 6)@(11, 11) doublewalled carbon nanotube, we
use the data on the interwall interaction energy calcu
lated in Section 2 and the conductivities calculated for
this doublewalled carbon nanotube in [12]. We inter
polated the dependence of the conductivity of the
(6, 6)@(11, 11) doublewalled carbon nanotube on
the relative position of the walls for the telescopic sys
tem in Fig. 3 from [12] with the use of relationship (11)
and obtained the following estimates for the coeffi
cient γ: γ = 855 ± 124 Å–2 for a wall overlap length of
10 unit cells of the doublewalled carbon nanotube
and γ = 21 ± 12 Å–2 for a wall overlap length of 250 unit
cells. According to the first principles calculations
(Section 2), the barriers to the relative motion of the
walls along the nanotube axis are ∆Uz = 78.4 meV and
1.96 eV for wall overlap lengths of 10 and 250 unit
cells, respectively. For the operating temperature
range ∆T = 250 K, the products H∆U are 117 ± 17 and
0.43 ± 0.10 for wall overlap lengths of 10 and 250 unit
cells, respectively. Therefore, the obtained estimates
indicate that the condition C is satisfied for small over
laps of the walls (several tens of unit cell lengths or sev
eral nanometers).

Let us estimate the minimum sizes of the electro
mechanical nanothermometer based on the double
walled carbon nanotubes with chiral commensurate
walls for which the condition D can be satisfied. The
condition D implies that the amplitude of the thermal
vibrations of the short movable wall should be suffi
ciently small so that these vibrations do not disturb the
normal operation of the nanothermometer. It is evi
dent that the shorter the movable wall, the larger the
amplitude of the thermal vibrations of this wall. An
increase in the amplitude of the thermal vibrations can
lead to the diffusion of the short movable wall along
the fixed long wall. This diffusion is undesirable pro
cess, which can disturb the operation of the nanother
mometer.
Now, we consider this diffusion for the system with
the shuttle (Fig. 4b). The diffusion of the short mov
able wall (shuttle 1) along fixed wall 2 does not disturb
the nanothermometer operation only in the case
where the displacement d of the shuttle due to the dif
fusion for the time t of the nanothermometer opera
tion is smaller than the distance Les between the shuttle
and electrode 3; that, is,
d =

2Dt < L es ,

(15)

where D is the diffusion coefficient for the shuttle
motion along the fixed wall. The diffusion coefficient
for the relative motion of the walls of the double
walled carbon nanotube is defined by the relationship
[20]
∆U
A = πδ z z ,
2m

BL
D = A exp ⎛ – ⎞ ,
⎝ T⎠

∆U z N a
B = 
,
lm k

(16)

where m is the carbon atom mass, Na is the number of
atoms in the unit cell of the movable wall, lm is the
length of the unit cell of the movable wall, and L is the
length of the movable wall. Substitution of expression
(16) into relationship (15) gives the formulas for the
minimum shuttle length
T 2At⎞
L =  ln ⎛ 

B ⎝ L2 ⎠

(17)

es

and the total length of the nanothermometer between
the electrodes
T 2At⎞ +
2L es .
L nt =  ln ⎛ 
B ⎝ L2 ⎠

(18)

es

The total length of the nanothermometer between the
electrodes is minimum at Les = T/B. This condition
for the minimum length does not depend on the time
of the nanothermometer operation.
Expressions (17) and (18) were used to calculate
the total length of the nanothermometer and the
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Characteristic sizes of the nanothermometers based on (n, n)@(m, m) doublewalled carbon nanotubes with a movable wall
(shuttle) (Les is the gap between the shuttle and the electrode, L is the shuttle length, Lnt is the total length of the nanother
mometer between the electrodes, t is the time of the nanothermometer operation, and T is the operating temperature of the
nanothermometer)
Nanotube

t = 10–6 s

Les, nm

(4, 4)@(10, 10)
(5, 5)@(11, 11)
(6, 6)@(12, 12)
(5, 5)@(10, 10)
(6, 6)@(11, 11)
(7, 7)@(12, 12)

2.9 ± 1.1
2.0 ± 0.5
1.4 ± 0.3
0.36 ± 0.02
0.27 ± 0.01
0.19 ± 0.01

(4, 4)@(10, 10)
(5, 5)@(11, 11)
(6, 6)@(12, 12)
(5, 5)@(10, 10)
(6, 6)@(11, 11)
(7, 7)@(12, 12)

9.0 ± 3.5
5.9 ± 1.5
4.2 ± 0.8
1.1 ± 0.05
0.8 ± 0.02
0.6 ± 0.2

L, nm

Lnt, nm

T = 100 K
15.5 ± 7.0
21.4 ± 7.0
12.3 ± 3.5
16.3 ± 3.5
10.1 ± 2.0
12.9 ± 2.0
4.2 ± 0.2
4.9 ± 0.2
3.2 ± 0.1
3.8 ± 0.1
2.58 ± 0.07
2.96 ± 0.07
T = 300 K
27 ± 15
45 ± 15
25 ± 8
36 ± 8
21 ± 5
29 ± 5
10.2 ± 0.5
12.4 ± 0.5
7.9 ± 0.3
9.5 ± 0.3
6.4 ± 0.2
7.6 ± 0.2

lengths of structural elements of this nanoelectrome
chanical system. For the (6, 6)@(11, 11) double
walled carbon nanotube, we used the barrier ∆Uz
obtained in our work by extrapolating the dependence
U(z) with the use of relationship (4). For the other
doublewalled carbon nanotubes under consideration,
we used the barriers ∆Uz calculated within the density
functional theory in our earlier work [33] as the differ
ence between the energies for the relative positions of
the walls that correspond to the extrema of the func
tion U(z). We analyzed the operation of the nanother
mometer in two regimes, i.e., the pulsed measurement
of the temperature for 10–6 s and the operation without
failure for ten years. The results of the calculations are
summarized in the table.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Thus, in the present paper, we considered the oper
ation of the electromechanical nanothermometer
based on the interaction between walls of double
walled carbon nanotubes. It was demonstrated that the
nanothermometer can be used for measuring the tem
perature in spatially localized regions with sizes of sev
eral hundred nanometers. Since the measurement of
the temperature by the nanothermometer under con
sideration is based on the measurement of the conduc
tivity, the nanothermometer can be calibrated using a
thermocouple. In this case, the accuracy in the mea
surement of the temperature with use of the nanother
mometer, in principle, can be identical to that with the
use of the thermocouple.
PHYSICS OF THE SOLID STATE
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L, nm

Lnt, nm

120 ± 45
82 ± 21
60 ± 11
17.3 ± 0.8
12.8 ± 0.5
9.7 ± 0.3

125 ± 45
85 ± 21
63 ± 11
18.0 ± 0.8
13.3 ± 0.5
10.0 ± 0.3

340 ± 130
240 ± 60
170 ± 30
49.5 ± 2.5
36.6 ± 1.3
27.8 ± 0.7

360 ± 130
245 ± 60
180 ± 30
51.5 ± 2.5
38.2 ± 1.3
29.0 ± 0.7

It should be noted that the electromechanical nan
othermometer considered in this work differs funda
mentally from the nanothermometer based on a nan
otube filled with gallium [34, 35]. In the latter nano
thermometer, the measurement of the temperature is
based on the measurement of the length of a column of
liquid gallium inside a carbon nanotube, which
increases with an increase in the temperature due to
the thermal expansion (in this case, the nanotube
length is approximately equal to 10 µm). The mea
surement of the length of the gallium column requires
the preliminary calibration and the subsequent identi
fication of the nanothermometer with the use of trans
mission electron microscopy. As a consequence, the
direct measurement of the temperature during the
experiment becomes problematic. The electrome
chanical nanothermometer is free of the above disad
vantage and, in particular, can be used as a component
of nanoelectromechanical systems for measuring the
temperature directly in their operation. Moreover,
Schnidt et al. [36] considered the thermometer
(approximately 1 µm in size) based on a superconduc
tor–insulator–metal tunneling junction and intended
for measuring temperatures <1 K. This differs substan
tially from the operating temperature range of the nan
othermometer proposed in our work.
Let us discuss possible applications of the electro
mechanical nanothermometer based on nanotubes.
These nanothermometers can be used in medical nan
orobots [37] for determining the temperature of indi
vidual cells. A number of nanothermometers inte
grated into a microcircuit can be used for controlling
the temperature distribution inside the microcircuit.
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At present, considerable advances have been made
in nanotechnologies, which provide a means for fabri
cating and operating nanoelectromechanical systems
based on carbon nanotubes (see also the review [21]).
In particular, a technique has been developed for mea
suring the conductivity of individual nanotubes. The
motion of singlewalled nanotubes and the relative
motion of the walls in multiwalled nanotubes can be
driven using nanomanipulators. It is also possible to
remove caps from nanotube ends, to cut nanotube
walls into parts of the required length, and to decrease
the nanotube length. Nanotubes with a short outer
wall (shuttle) have been prepared using the technique
based on ohmic heating of nanotubes. Methods have
been developed for uniquely determining the chiral
indices of singlewalled nanotubes and walls of dou
blewalled nanotubes. Methods for preparing nano
tubes with particular chiral indices are under develop
ment. All these facts taken together allow us to hope
that the nanothermometer proposed in the present
paper can be fabricated in the immediate future with
the use of nanotechnologies.
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